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I Cor. 15:52
Quite suddenly—it may be at the turning
of a lane,
Where I stand to watch a skylark soar
from out the swelling grain,
That the trump of God shall thrill me, with
its call so loud and clear,
And I'm called away to meet Him,
Whom of all I hold most dear.
Quite suddenly—it may be in His house I
bend my knee,
When the kingly Voice, long hoped for,
comes at last to summon me.
And the fellowship of earth-life that has
seemed so passing sweet,
Proves nothing but the shadow of our
meeting round His feet.

Mxwnent
Quite suddenly—it may be as I tread the
busy street,
Strong to endure life's stress and strain,
its every call to meet,
That through the roar of traffic, a trumpet,
silvery clear,
Shall stir my startled senses and proclaim His coming near.
Quite suddenly—it
may be as I lie in
dreamless sleep,
God's gift, to many a sorrowing heart,
with no more tears to weep
That a call shall break my slumber and a
Voice sound in my ear;
Rise up, my love, and come away,
behold the Bridegroom's
here.
—Selected.
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
RELIEF
Telegram from China Commissioners
ARRIVED SAFE BOTH WELL, was the
text of a telegram recently received at
Akron. The telegram was signed: Graber
and was from an undisclosed origin presumably India.

* * * * *
India in Great Need
John Rich, American Friends Service
Committee Commissioner to China, recently
returned to this country by way of India.
He has reported a great need in India
caused by hurricane and flood of unprecedented fury and extent. Thousands are
homeless and starving. He urges M.C.C. to
keep India on the front page of their relief
program. The Relief Director at Akron has
cabeled India asking for cabeled information so that the M.C.C. can proceed to act
intelligently.

* * * * *
War Prisoners Relief
The M.C.C. has prepared 3,000 twentypage booklets of Christmas songs for distribution among German prisoners in this
country and Canada. Last year a small
quantity was published and distributed in
sheet form, and a number of letters were received from camp officials as well as from
prisoners expressing appreciation for the
gesture. This book contains a. legend indicating the M.C.C. as donor.
Letter from Kreider
Robert Kreider, member of the China
Uait in Durban, South Africa writes of his
feelings about the curtailment of the plans
to do relief work in China:
"This has been a jarring blow to us. But
even more of a blow it must be to those at
home who have worked for months on this
project, who have invested thousands of
dollars in the program. Not all for naught.
Again and again we have thought of the
men in camp—men who have been living,
hoping, and praying that the day might
come when they could go forth to do relief
work. The promise of foreign work had
deep meaning for their camp period. Now
that promise has been blackened out for another year or two. The conviction has been
growing on me that should we return to the
states, we have an obligation to go back to
the camps to be identified with the commonplace aspects of the program—digging
ditches, planting trees, going on fire duty.
We perhaps can share in finding the deepest
values, the finest testimony in the most
simple of daily duties.
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Workers Meet in South Africa
Delvin Kirchhofer, enroute to the Near
East, writes from Durban, South Africa:
"Last Sunday we had the pleasure of meeting him (Robert Kreider) here at his hotel
in Durban where he had arrived a few hours
previous. We had a splendid visit with him
and on several occasions since." The letter
is dated August 10.
/

* * * * *
CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE
Educational Director's Conference
Educational Directors from the Mennonite
Central Committee camps will meet for a
four-day conference on the Bethel College
Campus, North Newton, Kansas October 25
to 28. The agenda calls for a review and
evaluation of the past educational activities
of C.P.S. as well as a discussion of the future emphasis of the program.

Mental Hospital Service
Following is an excerpt from a letter that
came to the desk of the Director of Hospital
Units: "I want you to know that we are
more than grateful for the fine service rendered by the members you have assigned to
the Grayston Park, Marlboro and Vineland
camps." The letter came from William J.
Ellis, New Jersey Commissioner for Institutions and Agencies.
Additional Hospitals Open
Recent mental hospital units approved for
M.C.C. C.P.S. men are at American ForRy
Utah, and at Exter, Rhode Island. The unit
at Staunton will receive an addition of
seventeen men. The men for these units are
in the process of being selected as well as
men for units at Allentown and Wernersville, Penna. which were approved sometime
ago.
$
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C.P.S. Men in Mental Hospitals
The distribution of C.P.S. men in mental
hospitals as of October, 1943, was recently
graphed in "The Reporter."
No. of No. of
Agency
Units Men
Mennonite Central Committee
14
550
Brethren Service Committee
11
310
American Friends Service Com
8
290
Methodist
1
25
TOTAL

34

1175

* * * * *
PEACE SECTION
Draft of Pre-Pearl Harbor Fathers
The drafting of pre-Pearl Harbor fathers
began officially October 1. Draft deferment
will now be made on the basis of occupation
rather than dependency. It is estimated that
this move will effect the status of 446,000
fathers by January 1, 1944.
Patriotic Organizations and the C. O.
At the recent National Convention of the
American Legion, in Omaha, Nebraska, approximately forty resolutions relating to the
conscientious objector were presented by the
various sub-conventions. Only one resolution was approved. It "urged that C.P.S.
men be administered with greater strictness."
At a similar convention of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, nineteen resolutions were
presented and two were approved. One advised Congress to make certain that C.P.S.
men receive no pay and the other urged
that C.P.S. men be "not treated any more
favorable than men in the armed forces."
1 m**
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BELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
TREASURER'S QUARTERLY REPORT
from June 30, 1943 to September 30, 1943
Balance on hand on June 30, 1943
$ 723.19
Receipts
Altoona Mission
$ 35.00
Ashland-Richland District, Ohio
65.00
Clarence Center Cong., N. T
247.80
Blandburg Mission District
25.00
Brown County Dist., Kansas
171.60
Buffalo Mission District
100.00
California District:
Upland Cong500.00
Pasadena Cong
111.40
Tulare Cong.
51.80
Chicago Mission
171.13
Clark Co., Dist., Ohio, Beulah Chapel.— 620.00
Clear Creek & Ray's Cove Miss. Dist...
10.00
Cumberland District:
Carlisle Cong
364.60
Mechanicsburg Cong
236.00
Cross Roads Cong
303.40
Pleasant Valley
111.23
Dauphin-Lebanon District:
Harrisburg Cong
61.62

Hummelstown Cong
_
105.35
Fairland Cong
135.92
Dayton District, Ohio:
Dayton Mission
55.00
Pairview Cong
364.60
Detroit Mission Dist
17.40
Donegal District, Penna
1,191.70
Granville Mission District
152.84
Gratersford District
208.87
Indiana District:
Locke Cong
50.20
Union Grove Cong
30.00
Iowa-So. Dakota Dist.:
Dallas Center Cong
38.60
Llewellyn Mission District, Penna
10.00
Lykens Valley District
-•- 150.95
Miami District, Ohio:
Highland Cong
80.00
Pleasant Hill Cong
82.20
Michigan District:
Carland-Zion Cong
50.00
Mooretownship Center Cong
—. 31.50
Oak Grove-Mount Carmel Congs
25.35
Leonard Cong
60.00
Montgomery District, Pa
100.00
Morrison's Cove District:
Martinsburg Cong
12.00
Spring Hope Cong
45.00
Woodbury Cong
75.00
Mowersville-Greensprings Dist.:
Greensprings Cong
19.80
North Franklin Dist:
Air Hill Cong
5.50
Chambersburg Cong
223.63
North Dickinson Dist., Kans.:
Abilene Cong
47.00
Orlando Mission District
12.00
Philadelphia Mission District
120.61
Rapho District
2,435.90
Ringgold District
245.20
Souderton-Silverdale District
113.00
South Dickinson District:
Belle Springs Cong
260.00
Rosebank Cong
168.30
Stark Co. Dist, Valley Chapel Cong...
95.00
Wayne County Dist., Ohio:
Sippo Valley Cong
161.60
Special:
Lenkerville Bible School, Pa
14.00
Total receipts
$10,179.60
Total receipts and balance
$10,902.79
Disbursements
Mennonite Central Committee:
War Sufferers' Relief Fund
$1,200.00
Civilian Public Service Camp Fund.. 7,799.00
Total Disbursements
$8,999.00
Balance on hand September 30, 1943..$ 1.903.79
Respectfully submitted,
J. H. Hoffman, Treasurer.
» « » i
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Just Keep On
Just keep on a-livin
An keep on a-givin,
An keep on a'tryin to smile;
Just keep on a-singin,
A-trustin an a'clingin
To the promise of an afterwhile.
For the sun comes up
An the sun- goes down,
An the morning follows night.
There's a place to rest
Like a mother s breast,
An a time when things come right.
Just keep on believin,
An a-hidin all your
grievin,
An keep on a-tryin to cheer.
Just keep on a-prayin,
A-lovin' an' a-sayin'
The things that we love to hear.
For the tide comes in
An the tide goes out,
An the dark will all turn bright;
There's a rest from the load
An' an end to the road,
An' a place where things come right.
—Clifton Abbott in Laymen News.
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Loyalty

I

N the day in which we are living treason,
disloyalty and anarchy are almost universal. We have been hearing much about
fifth column activities in the various nations of the world. A traitor is always
despicable, no matter where he be found.
And disloyalty always brings havoc, regardless of the circumstances in which it
grows.
Loyalty to the treaties made between
nations has become a passing jest. Loyalty
to the constitutional bases of government
has been relegated to the horse and buggy
days, both here and abroad. Loyalty to
pledges made to the electorate is scarcely
considered by the majority of public officials. Loyalty to the country flames at
white heat when opportunity is given for
the indulgence of bestial passions; but
what about the more basic loyalty to the
ideals and enduring welfare of the nation
in ordinary times?
Loyalty to the sacred vows of holy matrimony is an outmoded notion. Loyalty to
the home and family life has largely disappeared. Loyalty to parental responsibility is indeed rare. Honor and loyalty are
indeed in a most pitiable plight in this
generation. About the only loyalties which
seemingly hold any longer, are those which
lend themselves best to the unbridled expression of the baser instincts.
All this is indeed alarming. But it is
incalculably worse when disloyalty, anarchy and treason creep into the sacred precincts of the church.
How much of actual loyalty do we find
to the practical teachings of our Lord?
Everywhere we hear excuses for disregarding the plain teachings of our Master.
Many of His principles are repudiated by
the vast majority of His professed people.
They wrest the scriptures by various
devious ways to provide a cloak for their
unwillingness to fully follow Him. The
hypocrisy of the modern church rivals that
of the religionists of the time of Jesus'
earthly ministry.
But we say, we are not of that disloyal
crowd. We accept literally the teachings
of the entire Bible, looking first to the
principles proclaimed by Jesus himself as
the basis of interpretation. We are not of
those who "wrest the scriptures to their
own destruction." But how much of deep
abiding loyalty to those professed principles do we find? "This people honoreth
me with their lips but their hearts are far
from me." (Mark 7 : 6 ) . I am perpetually
amazed by what is eventually revealed
when people are hypocritical, disloyal,
treasonable, untrue to their pledges, and to '
the deepest abiding principles of right.
What about the church vows which we
have solemnly given, not merely to one another but to God? It would be stimulating
to us if we would occasionally review those
promises we made. We would do well to
consider the words of the wise man "Better
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is it that thou shouldest not vow than that
thou shouldest vow and not pay" (Eccl.
5:5).
What constitutes true Church loyalty?
There is first the matter of doctrine. It
would be a revelation to the church at
large if they could know with what mental
reservations even church leaders give assent to the basic doctrines of the church
upon which the church in general has
agreed. That is intellectual and spiritual
dishonesty. Hypocrisy has no part in the
true church.
Then there is the matter of giving assent
to doctrines that are dear to the church,
but failing or refusing to give loyalty in
practice. Our sense of devotion to doctrine
should be sufficiently strong that it will
cause us to put our beliefs into practice.
"Faith without works is dead." (James
2:20).
Closely allied to practice, is support
and promotion. The loyalty of so many
Christians is so lukewarm that they never
contribute to the conviction of others. Conviction and enthusiasm -are contagious. So
also is loyalty. If you do not believe in
and support your church, you can hardly
expect others to respect it nor you.
Some one asks, does church loyalty
mean to blindly follow without questioning the position and practice of the
church? No, certainly not. Our minds
were given us for use. The Bereans were
highly commended because "they received
the word with all readiness of mind, and
searched the scriptures daily, whether those
things were so." (Acts 1 7 : 1 1 ) . The Apostle enjoins us to "Prove all things: hold
fast that which is good." (I Thes. 5 : 2 1 ).
There is every likelihood that if we
search far enough we will find a substantial basis for the position of the church.
If, perchance, we cannot reach a state of
consent and agreement to essentials of the
church, loyalty demands one of two things:
either we should try by God's grace in the
right spirit and manner, to further enlighten the church and promote a higher
interpretation and application of truth; or
failing that, if we should find ourselves too
far out of sympathy, we should voluntarily
withdraw ourselves from its fellowship,
and thus remove the stigma to its name. It
is one of the most serious breaches of
loyalty and honor to undermine and tear
down and lower the principles of the body
of Christ. God forbid that any of us
should be guilty.
"As the footprints of a camel on the
sands of the desert prove that a camel
passed that way, just so the sun, moon
and stars prove the existence of God."

339

'Wo promise is of private
interpretation: it belongs not to one saint, but to all
' believers.
If, my brother, thou canst in
faith lie down upon a promise, and take
thy rest thereon, it is thine.
Where Jacob
'lighted,' and tarried, and rested, there he
took possession.
Stretching
his weary
length upon the ground, with the stones of
that place for his pillows, he little fancied
that he was thus entering into ownership
of the land; and yet so it was, for God
said, 'The land whereon thou liest, to thee
will I give it' (Gen. 2 8 : 1 3 ) . Jacob saw in
a dream that wondrous ladder which for
all true believers unites earth and heaven;
M,nd surely where the foot of the ladder
stood he must have right to the soil, for
otherwise he could not reach the divine
stairway. All the promises of God are Yea
and Amen in Christ Jesus; and as He is
ours, every promise is ours if we will but
lie down upon it in restful faith.
Come,
weary one, use thy Lord's words as thy
pillows. Lie down in peace. Dream only
of Him. Jesus is thy ladder of light. Be
sure that the promise is thine own Godgiven portion, and that it will not be robbery for thee to take it to thyself, as spoken especially to thee."—Charles
Haddon
Spurgeon.

THE PRAYER CORNER
Believing Prayer
LL through the Scriptures you will find
that when believing prayer went up to
God, the answer came down. I think it
would be a very interesting study to go
right through the Bible and see what has
happened while God's people have been
on their knees calling upon Him. Perhaps
the study would greatly strengthen our
faith—showing, as it would, how wonderfully God has heard and delivered, when
the cry has gone up to Him for help. Look
at Paul and Silas in the prison at Philippi.
As they prayer and sang praises, the place
was shaken; and the gaoler was converted.
You remember how Stephen, as he prayed
and looked up, saw the heavens opened,
and the Son of Man at the "right hand of
God; the light of heaven fell on his face
so that it shone. Remember, too, how the
face of Moses shone as he came down from
the Mount: he had been in communion
with God. So when we get really into
communion with God, He lifts up His
countenance upon us; and instead of our
having gloomy looks, our faces will shine,
because God has heard and answered our
prayers.—D. L. Moody.

A

Man takes account of our failure, but
God of our striving.
"Someone in my church came to me and
said, 'I am too old for this work.' Later on,
when I told them the same thing, they became angry,"

340
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a great Christian principle to lead me to
grow in grace.
Third—Helps Me to Avoid Covetousness
•
•
Because tithing helps me to avoid covetlowing it to breed in me ill will toward ousness which has been designated "The
him, I see that by trespassing against me sin we're afraid to mention." It walks with
he has got out of fellowship with the Mas- its head up today. If I put God first in my
ter, imperilled his soul's eternal welfare, money matters, setting aside at least a
and incurred the displeasure of the Lord. tenth, it makes it easier for me to conduct
I am affected with pity for him, in his my daily business on principles of honesty,
integrity, industry and the Golden Rule.
piteous plight.
Fourth—Develops Christian Character
Notice, secondly, the endeavor of love.
Because of what tithing does to me in deI go to him in an effort to bring him to a
sense of his wrong and thus furnish the veloping Christian character and loyalty
first steppingstone to his ultimate recovery,, to Christ and His Church. Budgets, and
but he will not hear me. I persist, and take programs, and goals, and standards and
others along with me. He refuses to hear organizations are secondary. My primary
them. I persist further, and finally take reason for tithing is my own spiritual need.
Therefore, I serve God with mammon inthe matter to the church.
stead of trying to serve God and mammon.
Notice, thirdly, the purpose of love. The
Fifth—Releases Spiritual
Resources
desire and purpose in my heart is not to
Because
it
releases
my
spiritual
reget right with my brother; my heart should
sources
for
Christ's
use
in
kingdom
extenkeep right in spite of what he did against
me. What is the purpose of that love sion. Pentecost is always just around the
which made me so patient with him? The corner for me. But the coming of Pente15th verse reveals the purpose. "If he shall cost with my life and through my life
hear thee thou hast gained thy brother." awaits my unblocking the channel. UnconSo you see that the aim behind the dealing secrated money blocks God from using my
with the brother is that he might be saved. life.
Sixth—Releases
Money
Whatever be the nature of the offence,
Because tithing releases money for kingand from whomsoever it may come, it need
dom purposes. It makes my production of
not alter our disposition toward him promoney a part of God's plan, and my daily
viding we have a fervent yearning after
occupation is elevated to a holy service.
the offender's salvation; then in the light
This principle establishes Christian equalof that yearning we can appreciate and put
ity among all church members regardless
into practice such exhortations as:
of degree of wealth.
Pray for them that despitefully use you
Seventh—Makes Me a Partner With God
and persecute you; love your enemies. If
Because tithing makes me a partner with
thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he is God in getting, saving, spending, giving
thirsty, give him to drink. Say not, I will and accounting. It elevates my talents,
do so to him as he hath done to me; I will time, opportunities, business privileges;
render to the man according to his work. keeps me from selfish hoarding and by
The thing to remember is that offences sharing the thing I am most tempted to
will come, but do you think it possible for covet, I am enabled to fulfill life's real
any believer in Christ to be sanctified, and purpose. I believe that God owns all of
loving his neighbor as himself, without a my life, personality, powers and possespassionate passion for the salvation of the sions ; that I owe all to Him; that if I honlost?—Pilgrim Holiness
Advocate.
or God by a definite proportion of all He
gives me, God is pleased to take me in as a
partner. It is only thus that I can achieve
Why I Am A Tither
my real mission of working, worshiping,
witnessing and giving. Where my treasure
First—Puts God First in My Money
and thought and time and interest is, there
Matters
will my heart be. I must seek first the
kingdom.—The Bible
Expositor.
ECAUSE tithing puts God first in my bud. get and brings me real happiness in
money matters. By setting aside at least a
"Regarding the Bible, we should:
tenth of my income to the cause of Christ
Know it in our heads,
I begin to keep books with God, budgeting
Stow it in our hearts,
and systematizing the part that remains as
Show it in our lives,
well as the proportion that is set aside for
Sow it in the world."
God's use.
1 m*m i
Second—It, Is a Fundamental
Principle
Because tithing is a fundamental prin"After a recent burial service for an
ciple having its origin in the mind and will aged sister, someone came to me and said,
of God. It is not casual but causal, and 'There is something strange here; there are
every neglect of this principle retards no flowers.' I said, 'Ah, but there, are some
Christian growth. Tithing is not a legal- here who helped pay her rent, bought coal
istic whip to drive me to pledge money, but and food for her while she lived.' "

LOVE AND A PASSION FOR THE LOST
G. /. W i n t e r
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor
self."—Lev. 19:18.

as thy-

human to love a person because we
something in that person to admire:
ITheTseeISindividual
may be of a handsome
countenance, proportional figure, he may
dress well, or maybe he or she is of a very
amiable disposition; whatever it be, there
is something about the person which captures our affections. But what did God
see in us that moved Him to love us? Not
our beauty, attractive physique, taste for
dress, the way we walk or talk, and we
certainly .were far from having an amicable disposition toward God. To the contrary, we were inimical and enemies in our
minds by wicked works, but He loved us
from before the foundation of the world.
The question remains, "Why did He love
u s ? " The only answer is, "God is love."
As He, whose works are known unto
Him from before the foundation of the
world, looked out into the future, love became operative in providing and communicating the same to His unworthy creatures.
Yes, before the foundation of' the earth was
laid, or the morning stars sang together,
and the "Sons of God" shouted for joy,
love planned the way of salvation.
The streams of His infinite love which
flow to us have their source in the spring
of His Divine nature, and are therefore
independent of our conduct.
How often the actions of our neighbors
and friends (to say nothing of our enemies) murder our love for them; this happens when we depend on them to furnish
the foundation of our love. The Divine
love of God in His compassion, forbearance, longsuffering and mercy, culminates
in one purpose, namely, to obtain eternal
redemption for us. As children of God
we must be partakers of the divine nature,
in this respect; then like our Father our
love would contain a purpose like to His.
Whatever men may or may not be, we must
love them for Jesus' sake that they may be
saved.
Notice, according to the teaching of the
Master, the purpose of love's functions toward an offending brother. In Matthew
18:15-17 He says, "Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell
him his fault between thee and him alone:
if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy
brother. But if he will not hear thee, then
take with thee one or two more that in the
mouth of two or three witnesses every
word may be established. And if he shall
neglect to hear them, tell it unto the
church; but if he neglect to hear the
church, let him be unto thee as an heathen
man and a publican."
Notice the vision of love. My brother
has trespassed against me; instead of al-

B
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THE HOPE THAT DOES NOT
Ira E. Pinney
DISAPPOINT
"And not only so, but we glory in tribulations also: knowing t h a t tribulation worketh
patience; and patience, experience: and experience, hope: and hope maketh not ashamed;
because the love of God is shed abroad in our
hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto
us" (Rom. 5:3-5).

OPE is commonly associated with youth
and inexperience. It is often noted
that hope disappoints and deceives. Here
we are told of a hope that has its origin in
the hard experiences of life, and that does
not disappoint or deceive. Such a hope is
worthy of our earnest attention.
The little child lives in the present moment. The present is so full of interest
there is little disposition to look ahead.
When childhood passes into youth, hope
becomes dominant. Youth sees visions,
builds air castles; dreams of great things
to be accomplished and enjoyed. People
sometimes laugh at the air castles of youth.
Yet the power to hope is the salvation of
youth. It is a purifying and energizing
power beyond all estimate. If one prides
himself on having outgrown the illusions
of youth, let him not glory. Unless he has
found a better basis for hope, he has met
with a tragic loss.
Now let us see what the Apostle has to
say about the hope that comes out of hard
experiences and that gives no cause for
shame/
Paul has just been speaking of the peace
which those enjoy who are conscious of
being right with God. He bids us to rejoice in the midst of tribulations. The word
tribulation denotes any kind of hard experience. The English word comes from
the Latin tribulum, which was the instrument used in threshing grain. Tribulation
means threshing. We have to take many
threshings in this world. "Tribulation
worketh patience", says the Apostle. The
Revised Version reads "stedfastness." The
Greek word denotes not so much the sweet
and gentle spirit that submits to what must
be borne, which we usually mean by patience; it denotes rather the brave spirit
that grapples with hard conditions with
the purpose to make the best of them. It is
the endurance, steadfastness, fortitude, that
triumphs over trouble.
The Apostle further says that patience or
fortitude makes a tested and tried character,
for that is the thought that is rather
vaguely expressed in our English Version,
by the word experience. Out of a tested
and tried character comes hope.
What the Apostle is saying here is that
there is a discipline in the hard experiences
of. life, which, when met with a brave
spirit, gives one a reasonable ground of
hope. Of course trouble is not always met
with a brave spirit. Many who lost their
savings in the depression gave way to despair. Many who were unemployed lost
heart, so that they will never be fit for

H

employment again. But those who struggle bravely, who never give up seeking to
find what they can do; those who are willing to humble themselves to a lowlier task
and still keep a courageous heart, find a
discipline in these dark days that fits them
for better things. Joseph in prison, being
faithful, was fitting himself for the high
position he was to hold under Pharaoh.
Christians in their struggles with the
tempter learn their own weakness through
their failures. Simon Peter was so confident in his own courage and loyalty. After
his shameful failure, he knew his own
weakness, and so he watched more diligently against temptation. If we have learned
the lesson that our failure should teach us,
we have the best reason to hope that we
shall not fail again.
We suffer some things through ignorance. If in suffering we learn the cause,
we can hope for better things. We suffer
some things through the weakness of our
will. In the struggle against these troubles
our will may be strengthened to gain better
things. We suffer some things from the
perversity of our will, because we are intent on our own way. In suffering afflictions this perversity of will may be corrected, we may learn to say that God's will is
best. So our hearts find peace. So there is
a discipline of mind and of will in the
hardships that we suffer that gives us a
reason for hope.
There is also a discipline of heart. Only
one who has known sorrow can have a fellow-feeling with the sufferer. Job's friends
who had not themselves experienced
trouble, were poor comforters. The love
that suffers long and is kind is often born
in suffering. Longfellow, when he had
reached half the Psalmist's allotted years,
wrote:
'Half of my life is gone and I have let
The years slip from me and have not fulfilled
The aspiration of my youth to build
Some tower of song with lofty parapet.
Not indolence, nor pleasure, nor the fret
Of restless passions that would not be
stilled,
But sorrow, and a care that almost killed
Kept me from what I may accomplish yet."

Who knows but that the sorrow that
Longfellow suffered was the very thing
that fitted him to become a poet who is
able to speak to the heart?
Hearts that have become tender and
sympathetic and loving through the sorrows that they have borne, have reason to
hope that good shall come to them.
The Apostle's thought goes further than
this. One might have gained a discipline
through struggle with hard experience that
gave him a reason for hope, and yet he
might not be hopeful. Not all who have
reason for hope are hopeful. "Hope maketh not ashamed; because the love of God
is shed abroad in our hearts." The Re-
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vised Version says, "is poured out in our
hearts." Weymouth uses a still more vivid
phrase, "God's love for us floods our
hearts through the Holy Spirit who has
been given to us."
Think of this a minute. God loves us.
Our hearts respond to His love. Here is a
hope that cannot be disappointed. The Holy
Spirit, flooding our hearts, awakens the
consciousness of God's love. Our hearts
respond to that love. One who knows that
God loves him, cannot despair. Though he
walks through the valley of the shadow of
death, God's hand will lead him through.
There will be sunshine beyond the valley.
Many hopes do delude and disappoint—
such hopes as come out of the wish of our
human hearts—hopes that are earthly only.
But he who trusts in God's unfailing love
has a hope that does not disappoint, that
can never make ashamed.
A great hope came into the hearts of the
Christian people on the Day of Pentecost.
The Living Spirit was with them, manifesting the Living Lord. Love flooded their
hearts. Wth that love was hope.
In Palestine Pentecost comes with the
first fruits of the harvest. In our Northern
land it comes with the apple blossoms and
the promise of spring. Everywhere it speaks
of God's love; of the love that nurtures
hope. We may all open our hearts to receive the Spirit that gives us hope—hope
that is vital—that strengthens us for all
good works—that purifies our souls.
"Now the God of hope fill you with all
joy and peace in believing, that ye mayabound in hope, through the power of the
Holy Ghost" (Rom. 1 5 : 1 3 ).

Leave It With Him
Yes, leave it with Him,
The lilies all do,
And they grow—
They grow in the rain,
And they grow in the dew—
Yes, they grow:
They grow in the darkness, all hid in the
night—
They grow in the sunshine, revealed by the
light—
Still they grow.
Yes, leave it with Him,
'Tis more dear to His heart,
You will know,
Than the lilies tliat bloom,
Or the flowers that start
'Neath the snow:
Whatever you need, if you seek it in
prayer,
You can leave it with Him—for you are
His care.
You, you know.
—Selected.
"The story of the praying Publican' and
Pharisee is the story of a bad man being
saved and a good man being lost."
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Special Announcements
LOVE FEASTS
Kentucky
Grassy Springs:
Communion Service, Saturday eve., Nov. 13
Michigan
Mooretown
:
Oct. 30, 31
Carland
Nov. 27, 28
The Michigan District Council and a Ministerial Program will be held on Friday and
Saturday in connection with the Mooretown
love feast.
Ohio
Clark District:
Beulah Chapel—Sat. and Sun., Oct. 30 and 31
Richland-Ashland District:
Chestnut Grove—Sat. and Sun., Nov. 6 and 7
Stark District:
Valley Chapel—Sat. and Sun., Nov. 13 and 14
"Wayne District:
Sippo Valley—Harvest Meeting and Communion Service, Sun. Nov. 21.
Pennsylvania
Souderton, starting 2 p. m
Oct. 23, 24
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
ELD. JOHN MONTGOMERY, Detroit, Mich.
Chestnut Grove Church
Richland-Ashland Dist., Nov. 6 to 14
(Note the love feast on Saturday beginning
this series).
CHARLES W. RIFE, Fayetteville, Pa.
Hollowell," Pa
Nov. 28
Mastersonville, P a
Dec. 26
Mt. Rock, Pa
Jan. 23
ELD. GRAYBILL WOLGEMUTH, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Mechanicsburg, P a
Nov. 21

Occupation With Christ

A

N old stage coach driver was noticed to
always lash the leading horse of his
team every time they came to a certain
corner. When asked why he did this, he
replied, "At this corner there is a certain
stone which my leader always shies at, so
I just give him something else to think
about until he gets past it."
Herein is a lesson for the Christian. The
world has many dazzling stones strewn
along his pathway. If we are to get past
them safely, we must have something else
to occupy our hearts; we must be enjoying
something better. It is the idle heart that
is easily attracted and worked upon. But
the Christian that is actively engaged with
Christ and His business is not troubled by
the world's snares or allurements. Here is
the secret of victory.—From Grace and
Truth.

Appeal
General Conference of 1942 authorized a
committee to investigate, select, and purchase a Mission Home in the city of Detroit.
After a prolonged investigation the committee have decided upon and are now purchasing the parsonage residence, 2033 Hazel
Street for the sum of $4,000.00.
Contributions of somewhat less than
$1,000 are available and we are now requesting friends of the Detroit Mission and
all who are interested in spreading the gospel in our cities to make a contribution to
this parsonage.
Send your offerings to Carl G. Stump,
New Paris, Indiana, or William F. Lewis,
2033 Hazel Street, Detroit, Michigan, or to
Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Penna.
Thanking you for your prompt and generous assistance, we are, your brethren.
THE PURCHASING COMMITTEE
William F. Lewis
Carl G. Stump
Walter Allie
C. N. Hostetter, J r .
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News of Church Activity
Canada

Ohio

HOUGHTON MISSION—,
"God is still on the throne
And He will remember His own
Tho' trials may press us and burdens distress us,
He never will leave us alone."
Greetings. Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, today and forever! What a wonderful
Saviour we have! Every day the same! We
may change but He remains the very same
Jesus.
We were glad for Sr. Verda Moyer's
missionary service early in July.
We conducted two more Children's Meetings, one at Frogmore and one at Bethel.
The attendance was fair.
The Sunday School has been fairly well
attended at Frogmore despite the fact that
a number of the children have had mumps
and whooping cough. The attendance at
Bethel has been very low. We need your
prayers that a keener interest may be manifested there.
During the quarter we had a baptismal
service when a brother was taken into the
Church and his wife reclaimed. They are
now a happy couple for the Lord.
Bro. John Halls and I attended the Ontario Joint Council held' at Nottawa. We
were glad for the fellowship of saints which
we were privileged to enjoy while there.
Over the past week-end we enjoyed a very
inspirational love feast held here at Frogmore. We were glad for the visiting brethren who met with us and for the time of
spiritual uplift we had together. Especially
so, was this manifested Sunday morning
following the testimony meeting in charge
of Bro. Vannatter and then the preaching
service by Bro. Gilmore. Eleven heartburdened souls found their way to the altar
and the presence of the Lord was very keenly felt during the altar service. It was inspiring to see our reclaimed sister going
back and bring her sister to the altar.
"Fishers of men," not? That's just like our
Saviour to give us a lonping to see others
brought to Him. So many more about us
need Him so badly, will you help us pray
that they too might be brought to Himself.
"The harvest truly is great but the laborers
are few." Pray for us!

DAYTON MISSION REPORT—The time
has again arrived to submit another report
of our work here at this place. Our summer
revival that was in progress the time we
gave our last report closed on Sunday evening, July 4th with a good attendance and
a number of seekers at the altar. Our evangelist Eld. Samuel Lady of Sandusky, Mich,
was much appreciated and the Holy Ghost
inspired messages were gratefully received
and enjoyed. There were impressions made
in that revival we trust will result in the
eternal happiness of dear precious souls.
We are so glad and thankful to have with
us as a co-worker in the ministry Bro.
Harold E. Paulus, who was also called as a
mission worker to labor as one with us
here in the work.
How faithful the dear Lord has been to
us to call our brother and provide for us the
much needed help and assistance in our declining years. We will not forget on Christmas evening of 1933, when the Lord so
wonderfully took our brother thru the penitent and confessional route here at the mission. What a time of rejoicing when the load
of his sins rolled away and the joy of the
Lord filled his soul. Will you as the Visitor
family continue to pray for him that he
may remain true and faithful to his sacred
and responsible call. Also we appreciate the
help in the ministry of our dear Bro. Alfred
Gray, who was one of the converts of the
early years of the Mission.
We cannot express in words how much
we do appreciate those dear brethren who
mean so much to the work in these trying
times when the cares are pressing and the
burdens many. We are also thankful for
our dear sister co-workers who have been
so true and served so faithfully with us so
many years.
It is our prayer that the Lord may keep
us true in the Mission Field until our work
is done.
We are glad since our public schools have
opened and the children have returned from
their vacations, we can see an increase in
our Sunday School attendance.
Since our last report an old grandfather
well up in seventies came to the altar confessing his sins of many years. How merciful and longsuffering the dear Lord has been
to that poor old man to save him in his
old and declining years. Will you pray for
him that he may hold fast in the few more
days that will conclude his sojourn here.
On Sunday afternoon and evening, August
23rd we enjoyed very much to have with us
our dear Bro. and Sr. George Paulus and
their two little daughters of Grantham, Pa.
as they gave us a very impressive and interesting foreign missionary meeting. As
they served so many years as mission workers in India, they had many things to tell
us. Again we were made to see the marvelous power of God to save those poor
heathen from their millions of idols to serve
the true and living God.
As we are closing this report we wish to
thank all who have so liberally given of
their means, which have been far more than
we deserved. We hardly know how to express in words our appreciation for all you
have so kindly done for us and the work
here at this little Mission. May the dear
Heavenly Father abundantly bless and reward you for all you have done as unto Him.

Report for July, August and September
Receipts
Balance on hand
_
$109.45
George Mitts
50
Manor S. S. with exchange
92.42
The Chapman Family
13.00
Manheim V. B. School
10.82
George Williams
2.50
Sr. L. -Williams
50
Wainfleet S. S
31.18
Bro. and Sr. Jesse Winger
3.00
Bro. and Sr. Clarence Moore
1.00
Sr. H. Angus
10.00
Sr. A. Vannatter
1.00
Sherkston S. S
_
25.00
Cheapside
_
12.00
Lincoln S. S
21.69
Frogmore Offerings
28.33
Sale of Produce
4.37
Total
Expenditures
Table Supplies
Hardware
Chicken Feed
.Gas and Car Repairs
Electricity
_
Repair Work
_
Stamps
_
Miscellaneous

$366.76

Total
Balance on hand

$ 75.43
$291.33

$ 24.60
2.32
8.60
28.74
5.18
4.50
42
1.07

Yours in Him,
Annie E. Winger.
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Financial Report for July, August, September
Balance on hand
$971.14
Receipts
Mary Hess, ML Joy, Pa., $1.00; In His name,
'Dayton, O., $42.92; A Sister, $.30; Samuel Herr,
Clayton, O., $1.00; Harold Evens, Dayton, O.,
$37.00; Anna Lee Hane, Dayton, O., $.20; In
His name, Dayton, O., $47.00; Norman Smith,
Dayton, O., $20.00; Charlott Myers, Dayton, O.,
$2.00; Grace Thuma, Springfield, O., $10.00; A
Sister, Dayton, O., $18.00; Mary Durben, Dayton, O., $1.00; A Sister, Dayton, O., $8.48; Mary
Riber, Dayton, O., $6.00; Elizabeth Kinzie, Dayton, O., $5.00; Emma Paugstat, Dayton, O.,
$1.00; In His name for car gas, Dayton, O.,
$8.75; Fern Yoder, Dayton, O., $2.25; Florence
Brumbaugh, Dayton, O., $5.00; Harriet Line,
Dayton, O., $5.50; Ruth Billman, Dayton, O.,
$3.00; George Paulus, Grantham, Pa., $5.00;
John Payne, Springfield, O., $5.00; Elmer Middleton, Dayton, O., $1.00; Joseph Skapik, Dayton, O., $21.00; Virginia Engle, West Milton,
O., $5.00; Paul Pollitt, Dayton, O., $.05; Anna
Bell Engle, West Milton, O., $1.00; Mission Offering, $82.66. Total Funds, $1,327.25.
Expenditures
Table account, $65.52; clock repairs, $1.00;
Supply of brooms, $3.03; Supply of soal, $1.07;
phone bill, $8.83; light, power, and gas, $13.57;
auto expense, $14.50; water bill, $6.55; floor
covering $75.00; electric sweeper, $40.00; transferred to the poor fund, $109.00; Incidentals,
$13.62. Total, $351.69. Balance on hand Oct. 1,
1943, $975.56.
Poor Fund
Poor Fund Balance
:
$14.72
Receipts $128.00. Total funds $142.72. Total
allowed for needy $123.55. Balance on hand
Oct. 1, 1943, $19.17.
Donation of articles was made by Isaac
Engles, Bro. and Sr. Lorenzo Hanes, O. U.
Herrs, Arthur Pollitts, Ruth Cassel, Iva and
Ralph Herr, Clyde Hershey, Edward Engles,
Ervin Hoovers, Daniel Engles.

We remain yours for the lost,
W. H. and Susie Boyer,
601 Taylor St., Dayton, O.

Virginia
BETHEL MISSION, VA.—Dear Readers
of the Visitor, Greetings in Jesus' wonderful name. Time goes so swiftly and we
don't get accomplished nearly all we would
like to. That is the reason for this delayed
report.
We had very good Bible Schools this summer, Bro. and Sr. Amos Ginder giving their
time fully to the work. They taught three
schools daily for two weeks and these were
well attended. It meant much driving and
early going to get all this accomplished. We
appreciated much the untiring efforts of
Bro. and Sr. Ginder. The programs rendered by the pupils showed earnest work on
the part both of the teachers and pupils for
such a short time in which to do it.
We have recently learned that we must
give up Bro. and Sr. Ginder for Foreign
work and it truly brings sadness to us not
only because we regret much to part with
them but the work they have done by God's
guidance and help in Virginia will need
workers to carry it on. Surely we believe
God will send the right ones again as we
trust and pray. Help us pray that He will
and that the work begun by our Bro. and Sr.
in the fields in which they have been located
as well as the work accomplished here at
Bethel by their help will be continued on
to God's glory.
With our natural work, which is heavy,
and our increased spiritual work we feel
the need of the prayers of God's children.
We are now using our truck to bring others
to Sunday School. These come from a part
where Bro. and Sr. Ginder were used in
having a good Bible School and where there
was no Sunday School being conducted.
This means added expense for supplies,
truck «and time but in attendance the response is good arid we trust for results that
will bring joy both in heaven and earth.
We feel, though years are telling on us
and we can't get about to do nearly as
much as we could in 1917 when we 'entered
the work, that we still have the same zeal
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and longing to labor even more for the salvation of precious souls and to be, someway,
a help to the people around us. Continue
dear ones to pray for the work here, and
for us. During this time we have received
$5.00 from Sr. Sayers, Va. for the work,
and a quilt from the Zion Aid Society, Abilene, Kans. We appreciated this all so
much.
In His glad service,
Denny and Marie Jennings

— MARRIAGES —
BEAB-SS-CLIMENHAGA—Bro. Leo Bearss,
son of Bro. and St. Chester Bearss of Ridgeway, Ont., and Sr. Miriam Climenhaga, daughter of Eld. and Sr. Reuben Climenhaga of
Delisle, Sask., were united in marriage on
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1943, at the home of the
groom's parents, Bish. Bert Sherk officiating.
May their future lives be wholly devoted to
the guidance of the Lord.
THOMAS-CHAMBERS—Chester H. Thomas,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas of Wardsville, Ont., and Helen Chambers, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Chambers of Ridgeway, Ont.,
were united in marriage on Saturday, Sept. 25,
1943, at the home of the officiating minister,
Eld. Warren Winger. May the Lord bless this
union for His glory.

— O B I T U A R I ES —
SHELLEY-Mrs. Mary H. Shelley, widow of
Jacob E. Shelley, passed away Sept. 23, 1943,
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Sol Hoffman, Elizabethtown, Pa. Sr. Shelley attained
the age of 75 years, 11 months and one day.
She is survived by these children: Roy and
Engle of Mount Joy, Pa.; Jacob, Harrisburg,
Pa.; Mrs. John Oberholtzer and Mrs. Henry
Lehman, Mount Joy, Pa.; Mrs. Sadie Romberger, Millersburg, Pa.; Mrs. Hoffman, with
whom she resided, and Mrs. Clyde Slaymaker,
Strasburg, Pa., also 45 grandchildren and 12
great-grandchildren; a brother, Abram Engle
of Marietta, Pa.; and two sisters, Naomi and
Mrs. Sadie Engle of Elizabethtown, Pa.
Services were held Sept. 26, from the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Hoffman, and at the
Cross Road Brethren in Christ Church, conducted by Bishop I. W. Musser, assisted by
Eld. Abner Martin. Text, Rev. 7:13-17. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
TAYLOR—Marguerite Payne Taylor, the
daughter of Thomas and Ella Payne, was born
in Turkeyville, Va., on Jan. 12, 1908, and departed this life in the Providence Hospital of
Washington, D. C, at 2:20 P. M., Saturday,
Sept. 18, 1943, at the age of 35 years, 8 months
and 6 days.
She was united in marriage to Guerney O.
Taylor on August 21, 1933, at San Diego, Calif.
To this union were born two children, one son
and one daughter. Those who preceded her in
death were her dear parents, her mother on
Oct. 27th, 1918, at the age of 36 years, 7
months and 19 days, her father Nov. 28th,
1924, at the age of 44 years, 8 months and 14
days.
Those who remain to mourn her departure
are her husband and two children, Charles
Richard and Patricia Conalee, also her brother
and three sisters, Walter Payne of Seattle,
Washington, Gladys, Edna and Sophia of Harrisburg, Pa. Uncles, aunts and other relatives
survive her.
On March 24th, 1918, Sr. Taylor became a
member of the Brethren in Christ church and
was baptized at the age of 10 years. After
she moved to Washington. D. C, she united
with the Church of the Brethren and continued her membership therein until severed
by the providential hand of death. Sr. Taylor
had been in ill health for some time. Finally
she had to give up and was removed to the
hospital and all that was done by the
physicians, nurses and kind hands of loved
ones to prolong her life was of no avail. Instead of her recovery the dear Lord permitted
it otherwise and she passed out into the great
beyond.
Funeral services were held in the Brethren
in Christ Mission chapel of Dayton, Ohio, on
Sept. 20, 1943, conducted by Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Eld. O. U. Herr. The text was Job
16:22. "When a few years are come, then I
shall go the way whence I shall not return."
Interment was made In the Fairview cemetery near Englewood.
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Upland S. S
Chino S. S

Florida

_..

80.22
116.00

July, August, September, 1943
Orlando S. S
8.17
Applied to General Fund.
Sr. Katie Musser, Orlando
5.00
Pennsylvania Contributions
New York
Elizabethtown Y. P. Society
$ 71.00
Sister R. Winger
5.00
Mechanicsburg S. S
109.28
Clarence Center Cong
138.07
Messiah Home S. S
63.61
Sr. Evelyn Poe, Chambersburg
10.00
$8482.21
Carlisle S. S
94.51
INDIA SPECIALS
Bro. Isaac Kanode, Martinsburg
10.00
Bro.
Slaymaker's
S.
S.
Class
of
Refton
Bro. Alfred S. Rotz, Chambersburg
100.00
(Orphan)
$ 35.00
Granville S. S
17.00
Souderton S. S. Classes, Pa. (Orphan
Messiah Lighthouse S. S
7.56
or Widow)
51.42
Bro. John Oberholtzer, Shippensburg..
15.00
Pequea-Refton Sunday Schools,
Intermediate S. S. Class of Shenks
5.00
(Madhipura)
114.02
"In Jesus' Name" Manor-Pequea Dist...
20.00
Manheim Vacation Bible School—To
Bro. Harry Wiles, Chambersburg
15.00
give Natives Bible Training
65.67
Gratersford S. S
47.59
A Sister, New Paris, Ind.—To give
Cedar Springs S. S
74.02
Natives Bible Training
100.00
Cross Roads S. S
664.00
A Bro. & Sister, Rapho, Pa.—To give
Maytown S. S
25.00
Natives Bible Training
50.00
"Thank Offering for answered prayer."
Sister Lydia Baer—To give Natives
Sara and Henry Miller
50.00
Bible Training
500.00
Bro. and Sr. Walter Lehman, Carlisle....
20.00 Martinsburg S. S., Pa. (Native Worker)
32.00
Bro. and Sr. Harvey Miller, Dillsburg20.00
Bro. & Sister, Rheems, Pa. (Orphan) .. 100.00
Messiah Home Cong
65.72
Sisters' Bible Class, Cross Roads, S. S.
Pleasant Valley S. S
4.44
(Orphan)
17.50
Mechanicsburg Y. P. Society
44.04
Upland Cong., Calif. (Missionary)
20.00
Bro. & Sr. John Asper, Mechanicsburg25.00
Ida
Lenhert,
Upland,
Calif.
(Bible
York Co., Y. P. Society
31.60
Woman)
5.00
Antrim S. S
58.63
Children of Iron Springs Cong., Pa.
Mary and Anna Stoner, Mifflintown
10.00
(Orphan)
24.46
Palmyra S. S
75.82
Mooretown Center Y. P. Society, Mich.
Grantham S. S
160.20
(Widow or Orphan)
25.00
Fairland S. S
62.28
Manheim S. S., Pa. (Two Orphans)
70.00
Bro. H. G. Miller, Altoona
25.00
Pasadena S. S., Calif. (Medical)
22.40
Isabel Lehner, Roxbury Camp
100.00
Pasadena S. S., Calif. (Orphan Boy)
36.00
Five Forks S. S
,
228.63
Junior Class of Highland S. S., Ohio ....
10.00
Roxbury Camp Meeting
220.10
Manor-Pequea Dist., Pa. (Bible
Manor-Pequea Dist
127.06
Woman)
18.00
Pleasant Valley S. S
50.00
Manor-Pequea
Dist., Pa. (Saharsa) .... 165.67
Children's Meetings at Roxbury Camp..
25.72
Arthur & Mary Heise, Hamlin, Ka.
Grantham S. S
76.78
(Amina)
35.00
Sr. Esther Grenawalt, Harrisburg
25.00
Hebron Sewing Circle, Ka. (Bible
Maytown S. S
205.03
Woman)
42.00
Sr. Lehman's S. S. Class at Shenks
6.00
Young People's Project for 1941-1942,
Ringgold Dist
60.00
For India Medical Fund
695.13
New Guilford Dist
226.28
T. P. Egling, San Francisco, Calif.
Mt. Rock S. S
86.41
(Orphan Girl)
35.00
United Zions Children
600.00
Christian Union S. S. Birthday OfferJay Charles Musser, Elizabethtown
20.00
ings.
Ind.
(Special)
30.00
A Friend of Missions
10.00
King's Daughters' S. S. Class, HarrisPalmyra S. S
65.48
burg, Pa. (Premi)
35.00
Messiah Home S. S
75.13
Silverdale S. S., Pa. (Widow or
Sr. Leah Zellers, Myerstown
1.25
Orphan)
9.00
Juniata-Mifflin Co., Dist
21.38
Cross Roads Vacation Bible School,
Interest on savings acc't
77.16
Pa. (Refugee Relief)
50.41
A Sister, Rapho
5.00
Interest on Note
50.00
$2393.68
A Bro. & Sister, Souderton
45.00
Africa Specials
Bro. & Sister H. K. Light, Lebanon ....
50.00
United Workers S. S. Class of ElizaJeanette & Allon Dourte, Greystone Pk.
20.00
bethtown, Pa. (Divided to Miss.) ....
35.00
Free Grace S. S
25.00
Bro. & Sister, Abilene, Kan., (MissionBuddy Hensel
15-00
ary)
50.00
Ohio
Sr. Lydia Baer, Green, Kan. (Special) 400.00
Beulah Chapel Cong
780.80
Sister
Lydia
Baer,
Green,
Kan.
(Bro.
"R. R. Ohio"
15.00
Wingers)
100.00
Valley Chapel Cong
60.00
Manor-Pequea Dist., Pa. (Matopo)
145.72
Sippo" Valley S. S
29.18
Manor-Pequea
Dist.,
Pa.
(Mtshabezi)....
82.07
Dayton Dist
140.14
Manor-Pequea Dist., Pa. (Macha)
29.34
Chestnut Grove Cong
91-57
From
A
Friend
(Special)
25.00
Bro. O. B. Ulery
100.00
Iris M. White, of Ind. Church of The
Miama Dist
180.00
Brethren, Calif. (Special)
27.00
A Brother, Dayton
124.72
Locust Grove S. S. York Co., Pa.
"In Jesus' Name"
100.00
(Special)
51.24
Bro. & Sr. Aubrev Haines
15.00
Upland Cong., Calif. (Special)
10.00
Beulah Chapel S. S
278.50
Upland Cong., Calif. (Special)
25.00
Fairview S. S
74.00
In His Name, New Paris, Ind
100.00
Edna Thompson
5.00
Children's Hour, E'town Y. P. Meetings,
Highland S. S
100.00
(To aid some child)
6.50
Pleasant Hill Cong
68.88
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel S. S. BirthSister E. Hoke, West Milton
5.00
day off. (Native Worker)
2.50
"In Jesus' Name"
50.00
Grantham Vacation Bible School, Pa.
Michigan
(Native Outschool)
81.00
Leonard Church
25.00
Manor S. S. Birthday Offering (Special)
21.50
A Sisters healing thank offering
10.00
Iowa
$1144.87
Mrs. W. T. Maddy
0.84
63
Expenditures
Dallas Center Cong
§?
Allowance to India
$1500.00
Des Moines Cong
59.02
Allowance to
Africa, Canada forIllinois
warded $1500.00
1500.00
Franklin Corners S. S
30.00
Allowance to Missionaries on furlough 450.00
Indiana
Annuity Interest
40.88
Christian Union S. S
75.00
Frick Co., Repairs for engine in Africa
65.12
Union Grove Cong
60.00
E. V. Pub. House for printing
12.50
Madison Chapel Cong
10.00
Car Fare for Missionary
20.00
Locke S. S
33.00
Kansas
$3588.50
Abilene Cong
70.00
Balance Sept. 30
$ 41.15
Rosebank Cong
57.60
Belle Springs Cong
21.46
Our last General Conference accepted the
Ida Sollenberger, Hazelton
5.00
1
challenge for the Church to contribute a
Pleasant Hill Cong
^'2S
Bethel Cong
2b.53
budget sum of money equal to the amount
Sr \rdvs Witter. Navarre
6.-00
of one dollar per month per member for
A. L. & Katie Shank
10.00
Missions. (Page 46 in Conf. Min.)
A Sister, Abilene
50.on
Oklahoma
In view of this challenge we have created
Bethany S. S., Thomas
234.74
a reserve fund to bring Missionaries from
California
and send them to the field. The transportaUpland Cong
407.38

-
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tion costs are considerably higher than before the war. We must not forget that the
money that is flowing freely today is blood
money. We will be held guilty if we lay
up treasures upon earth or consume it upon
our own lusts and do not use it to God's
glory. This is an opportunity for us to lay
up treasures in Heaven. (Matt. 6:19-20.)
The reserve fund has grown to $9000.00.
We need your continued support. You do
not need to designate it (reserve fund)
when you send your offerings, only state for
General Fund.
Four months have passed since Conference. We need to pray that young men
and women with a vision and passion for a
lost world and who have sufficient Bible
training will accept the challenge to go
forth. General Conference confirmed our
Board action to ask God for thirty Missionaries to go forth in two years. Thus
bringing our Mission staff to pre-war
strength. This in itself will require at least
fifteen thousand dollars a year beside the
regular allowances to the field. (Note Luke
10:2.)
May we dedicate ourselves anew to the
task before us. The precious promise of
Daniel 12:3 will be eternally YOURS!
Humbly submitted,
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.
Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania.
1 •«• i
C A N A D I A N C O N T R I B U T I O N S TO T H E
EOREIGN MISSION BOARS
J u l y , A u g u s t , S e p t e m b e r , 1943,
Win. Charlton, Can. T r e a s .
July
4 Winfred Carver
!.? 10.00
10 N o t t a w a Cong72.84
13 M a r k h a m Cong129.65
18 H o u g h t o n M i s s i o n
10.75
18 C h e a p s i d e S. S
12.24
.Cheapside Cong
37.76
18 W e l l a n d C o n g
10.35
18 B o y l e C o n g
52.42
18 B l a c k C r e e k C o n g
106.43
18 B o s e b a n k C o n g
82.00
18 F r i e n d s of M i s s i o n s , W a i n fleet, special for Indi a
100.00
18 B r o . & Sr. D a v i d B y e r s
20.00
25 Sr. D a v i d C o b e r
15.00
25 B l a c k C r e e k
50.00
26 M a r k h a m S. S
50.00
27 S p r i n g v a l e C o n g
31.50
27 W a i n f l e e t C a m p M e e t i n g
27.15
31 M a p l e G r o v e S. S
40.30
Aug.
1 Black Creek Cong
25.00
14 E s t a t e of l a t e B r o . E l i Ott....
50.00
15 B l a c k C r e e k C o n g
200.00
22 B l a c k C r e e k C o n g
111.62
23 B o y l e S. S
34.08
26 B r o . W m . P h i l p , s p e c i a l t o Sr.
Anna Engle
5.00
to Bro. B r u b a k e r • to educate
a native preacher
20.00
30 N o t t a w a S. S. f o r o r p h a n s in
India
35.00
S e p t . 9 B r o . & Sr. B l a k e W e a v e r
20.00
9 Bro. Proctor Welland
20.00
9 R h o d a Sider
5.00
13 B r o . & Sr. O r l a n d T e a l
25.00
13 N o t t a w a Cong., s p e c i a l f o r
India
80.00
19 B l a c k C r e e k C o n g
27.00
21 Sr. R e a t a N i x '.
12.00
26 B l a c k C r e e k S. S
77.08
26 B l a c k C r e e k C o n g
144.94
28 S h e r k s t o n C o n g
20.29
Disbursements
Oct. 1 s t C a b l e d t o R. H . M a n n , Africa, $1500.00
Oct. 1 s t C a b l e d t o C h a r l e s E n g l e
289.48

"Many folks like the slogan of Sherwin-Williams: 'Save the surface and you
save all,' and they practice it. They are
much concerned with keeping up appearances. Many accessories on a car, not
what is under the hood, appeal to them."
"Christ first said, 'Come' to us, and then
He said, 'Go ye.' Every Christian holds in
his hands a divine commission."

EVANGELICAL

This Hope
T. Wm. A.
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" I OOKING for that blessed hope and the
L glorious appearing of the Great God
and our Saviour Jesus Christ."
"Of that day and that hour knoweth no
man" but we are admonished to "neglect
not the assembling of ourselves together as
the manner of some is and so much the
more as ye see the day
approaching."
Heb. 10:25.
Jesus also said "take heed to yourselves
lest at any time your hearts be overcharged
with surfeiting, and drunkenness and cares
of this life and so that day come upon you
unawares. Luke 21:34.
"Blessed are those servants whom the
Lord when He cometh shall find watching."
(Luke 12:37).
These scriptures indicate a very definite
consciousness of the near coming of Jesus
on the part of the church.
Though the ready and waiting church
will be delivered from the awful Tribulation Period yet the world conditions and
the persecutions that shall precede the
Tribulation Period will be so severe that
the intercession of the church as a whole
may have much to do with hastening her
Lord's Coming. "Even So Come, Lord Jesus.
The prophecies of Jesus' first coming
were many and clear yet very few recognized Him when He came.
Simeon and Anna because of their spiritual life and walk saw and worshipped
Him. He was revealed to them by the Holy
Ghost.
The Three Wise Men sought and found
Him. Many others learned to know Him,
but the mass of Jews knew Him not.
And so today, many are the fulfilled
prophecies warning of His near coming.
The church everywhere has received the
prophetic teaching, have read of His coming and believe that soon He shall appear,
yet few, so very few seem to be ready if He
should come today.
A mere belief or knowledge of His coming will not suffice, there must be a real living hope within the soul.
"Having, begotten us again unto a lively
hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ
from the dead." I Peter 1:3.
"Looking for that blessed hope and the
glorious appearing of the Great God and
our Saviour Jesus Christ." Titus 2:13.
"Every man that hath this hope in him
purifieth himself even as He is pure."
I John 3:3.
There is no more purifying cause than
the Hope of His Coming and the prospect
of entering in with Him to the Marriage
Supper of the Lamb.
Soon will my Saviour from heaven appear
Sweet is THE HOPE and its power to cheer
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All will be changed by a glimpse of His
face
This is the goal at the end of the race.
Loneliness changed to reunion complete
Absence exclianged for a place at, His feet
Sleeping ones raised in a moment of time
Living ones changed to His image sublime.
Sunrise will chase all the darkness away
Night will be changed to the brightness of
day
Tempests will change to ineffable calm
Weeping will change to a jubilant psalm.
Weakness will
change to
magnificent
strength
Failure will change to perfection at length
Sorrow will change to unending delight,
Walking by faith change to walking by
sight.
Oh what a change. When I sliall see His
wonderful face.—Ada R. Habershon.

Out of the Mouth of Babes

A

N evangelistic campaign was in progress. The evangelist was a mighty
man of God, and the spirit of revival was
beginning to be felt after the first few days
among the members of the lukewarm
church.
The first Sunday morning arrived. A
small boy made his way to the church far
in advance of the hour of service. He sat
down quietly on a front seat just at the
side of the pulpit. His young heart was
touched by the spirit of the revival which
was beginning to be felt in the community.
He sat in quiet reverence and awe for some
time.
Presently a rather portly gentleman entered the church and approached the front
pew. He was a well-known figure in the
civic and political life of the city and was
the treasurer of this formal church. The
time of the revival campaign happened to
coincide with the political campaign. The
first words of greeting from this cold
church professor to the intently pious
young lad were, "Well, Austin, which are
you, a Republican or a Democrat?"
The curt and fitting reply of the boy
was, "I am a Christian."
The worldly-minded professor lapsed into silent meditation at the gentle rebuke
"out of the mouth of a babe."
Just for today may I not sing
For gratitude alone,
Nor interrupt my praise to bring
Petitions to the Throne?
I would be frugal of request
Till I have poured for Him
A full thanksgiving cup, down-pressed
And running o'er the brim.
—May Riley

Smith.
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T H O U G H T S O N REVIVALS
Gottfried

T

Stone

HERE is something that is just as important as prayer in bringing about a
revival, and that is confession and removal
of sin. The greatest hindrance to a revival is SIN. It is sin in individual church
members which grieves, quenches, and hinders the Spirit from working unto salvation. "Lord, send a revival, Lord, send a
revival, and let it begin in me," we often
sing, without giving a thought to the possibility that there might be sins in our
lives which must be seriously dealt with
before God can send a revival. "Behold,'
the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it
cannot save; neither His ear heavy, that
it cannot hear: but your iniquities have
separated between you and your God, and
your sins have hid His face from you, that
He will not hear" (Is. 59:1-2). The Holy
Spirit is very sensitive to sin and will not
manifest His power and glory as long as
there is unconfessed sin.
By sin we do not necessarily mean murder or adultery, but pride, jealousy, bad
temper, backbiting, greed, and its kindred
are just as heinous in God's sight as the
so-called grosser sins. Many churches
that are today sincerely praying for and
longing to see a revival are not having
their prayers answered simply because they
are unwilling to confess their sins. Let us
not forget that it is not the sins in the
hearts of the ungodly that hinder God
from working, but it is the sin in the lives
of the Christians.
During my ministry God has given me
the joy of seeing a few revivals, and I cannot think of any that have not begun with
Christians confessing their sins. It is a
sad fact that we are willing to blame the
spiritual conditions in our churches on almost everything but the real cause—sin. It
does not help to pray, "Lord, remove the
hindrance," and then not make a move ourselves. "Remove ye the stone" was Christ's
command to the disciples at Lazarus' grave
before He spoke the resurrection words:
"Lazarus, come forth."
Yes, after the
stone had been removed, the dead was
made alive.
No man has seen greater revivals in recent years than the late Jonathan Goforth.
In his book "By My Spirit" he relates
many interesting accounts of the great revivals in China and Manchuria, and in
every revival there was manifested very
prominently the confession of sin among
the Christian leaders and among the Christians in general. As it appeared there was
in the beginning of every revival a Holy
Spirit judgment of sin in the lives of the
leaders and the other Christians. Wherever there was a yielding to the Holy
Spirit's conviction the flood gates of Heaven were opened, but where there was resistance and unwillingness to yield, the
heavens seemed as brass.

Dr. Goforth tells of his own experience,
and as I feel that it might be of blessing
to the readers I shall relate it as he writes
it: "In the autumn of 1906, having felt
depressed for some time by the cold and
fruitless condition of my outstations, I was
preparing to set out on a tour to see what
could be done to revive them. There was
a matter, however, between the Lord and
myself, that had to be straightened out before He could use me. I need not go into
the details. Suffice to say that there was a
difference between a brother missionary
and myself. I honestly felt that I was in
the right. (Such, of course, is very human. In any difference it is always safe
to divide by half.) At any rate, the pressure from the Spirit was quite plain. It
was that I should go and make that thing
straight. I kept answering back to God
that the fault was the other man's not
mine; that it was up to him to come to
me, not for me to go to him.
"The pressure continued. 'But, Lord,'
I expostulated, 'he came to my study and
in tears confessed his fault. So isn't the
thing settled?' 'You hypocrite!' I seemed
to hear Him say, 'You know that you are
not loving each other as brethren as I
commanded you to.' Still I held out. The
fault was the other man's, I kept insisting;
surely, therefore, I couldn't be expected to
do anything about it. Then came the final
word, 'If you don't straighten this thing
out before you go on that trip, you must
expect to fail. I can't go with you.' That
humbled me somewhat. I did not feel at
all easy about going on that long and
difficult tour without His help. Well I
knew that by myself I would be like one
beating the air.
"The night before I was to start out on
my trip. I had to lead the prayer meeting
for the Chinese Christians. All the way
out to the church the pressure continued:
'Go and straighten this thing out, so that I
may go with you tomorrow.'
Still I
wouldn't yield. I started the meeting. It
was all right while they were singing a
hymn and during the reading of Scripture.
But as soon as I opened my lips in prayer
I became confused, for all the time the
Spirit kept saying: 'You hypocrite! Why
don't you straighten this thing out?' I
became still more troubled while delivering the short prayer-address. Finally,
when about half-way through my talk the
burden became utterly intolerable and I
yielded. 'Lord,' I promised in my heart,
'as soon as this meeting is over, I'll go
and make that matter right.'
Instantly
something in the audience seemed to snap.
My Chinese hearers couldn't tell what was
going on in my heart; yet in a moment
the whole atmosphere was changed. Upon
the meeting being thrown open for prayer,
one after another rose to his feet to pray,
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only to break down weeping. For almost
twenty years we missionaries had been
working among the Honanese, and had
longed in vain to see a tear of penitence
roll down a Chinese cheek.
"It was late that night when the meeting
closed. As soon as I could get away I
hastened over to the house of my brother
missionary, only to find that the lights
were out and that the whole family were
in bed. Not wishing to disturb them I
went back to my home. But the difficulty
was settled. Next morning, before daybreak, I was on my way to the first outstation. The results of that tour far exceeded anything that I had dared hope for.
At each place the spirit of judgment was
made manifest. Wrongs were righted and
crooked things were made straight. At one
place I was only able to spend a single
night, but that night all present broke
down. In the following year one outstation more than doubled its numbers; to
another fifty-four members were added,
and to another eighty-eight."
The question comes: Are we willing to
pay the price of a revival.
"Judgment
must begin at the House of God." The
doors of Heaven's blessings will always be
open to those who are willing to follow
God's way. "If My people, which are
called by My Name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek My face, and
turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from Heaven, and will forgive their
sin, and will heal their land." In this
verse is laid down God's unchangeable
laws for a revival, and may we be willing
to pay the price.—The Evangelical Beacon.

Bird Lesson
He sang upon my window-sill at eventide,
A tender, cheerful little song;
Could he have known the burden of my
heart
And tried to make me strong?
I mused awhile, and hummed the sweet
refrain.
And all at once I realized the load,
The heavy load had lifted. And the sun,
The setting sun was streaming down the
road.
'Tis like that . . . life . . . with all its cares
and fears,
Its multitude of burdens great and small;
How oft a song would cheer the saddened
heart
And scatter sunshine where the shadows
fall.
—Kenneth Robinson.
"Refusing to obey because we do not
understand it is questioning the wisdom
of God."
"Failure to do right is just as sinful as
doing wrong."
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RIGHTEOUSNESS
H. A. Saneholtz
"

A ND be found in Him, not having
f \ mine own righteousness, which is
of the Law, but that which is through the
faith of Christ, the righteousness which is
of God by faith" (Phil. 3 : 9 ) .
In this text with its context, two righteousnesses are clearly defined and a third
is inferred. There is a righteousness that
is non-religious, a righteousness that is
religious, and the righteousness which is
of God through faith in Jesus Christ.
The foundation for the interpretation of
this thought should be based upon the Law.
The Ten Commandments were divided into
two parts: four of them having to do with
the relation of the individual to God and
the remaining six with the attitude that is
taken towards fellow men. A lawyer came
to Jesus with a question, but Jesus asked
him a question, "What is written in the
Law? how readest t h o u ? " He answered,
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind; and thy neighbour as thyself." Jesus
said unto him, "This do, and thou shalt
live." By this statement Christ gives us a
very practical application of the Law.
1. A non-religious
righteousness.
We
mean "by this that there are men who take
a right attitude, at least in some respects,
towards their fellow men and yet make no
profession of religion. In the commercial
realm there are a few who will not grind
their laboring men down to a small wage;
they are willing to pay their men a decent
wage for the work they do. There are the
philanthropists who will give of their
money to build hospitals and relieve -human suffering, and in other ways use of
their means to benefit mankind. In communities neighbors are kind to one another,
helping each other in distress and trouble.
All these things are very commendable and
bear the stamp of a phase of righteousness,
but it must be placed under the head of
being non-religious, and void of all saving
power.
2. A righteousness that is religious. The
Apostle Paul makes this point very clear
when he says, "Not having mine own righteousness, which is of the Law." In this
3rd chapter of Philippians and the 1st
chapter of Galatians the great Apostle relates his standing in the Jews' religion,
discounts it all, and throws it to the rubbish heap. Comparing himself with others
of that belief, he says, "And profited in the
Jews' religion above many my equals in
mine own nation, being more exceedingly
zealous of the traditions of my fathers"
(Gal. 1:14). Again, "Touching the righteousness which is in the Law, blameless"
(Phil. 3 : 6 ) . If rites and ceremonies had
been sufficient to meet the soul's need and
make man acceptable with God, the Apos-
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tle was well prepared. But he says, "What
things were gain to me, those I counted
loss for Christ" (Phil. 3 : 7 ) .
What application of this truth can be
made to the present day? Whei. we view
what is known as Christendom today we
are forced to the conclusion that there is
a great deal of churchianity but very little of vital Christianity. Sad indeed, when
so many have submitted to the ritualism
of the church and are traveling the rounds
of her formalisms, altogether without the
knowledge of sins forgiven—no real or
definite experience of the grace of God in
the heart and life! With leaders who are
blind, there is an army of deceived and
deluded men and women on their way to
eternity and the judgment without God. It
is as Jesus said, "Blind leaders of the
blind, they both fall into the ditch."
3. The righteousness which is of God by
faith through Jesus Christ. "But we are all
as an unclean thing, and all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags" (Is. 6 4 : 6 ) . "Now
we know that what things soever the Law
saith, it saith to them who are under the
Law: that every mouth may be stopped,
and all the world may become guilty before God" (Marginal rendering, "subject
to the judgment of God") (Rom. 3:19).
"For all have sinned, and come short of
the glory of God" (Rom. 3:23). "And
were by nature children of wrath, even as
others" (Eph. 2 : 3 ) .
Sinful humanity, helpless and hopeless,
with absolutely nothing to lay any claim
upon God to overcome the distance caused
by sin! In order for any reconciliation to
be effected this condition must be acknowledged, and the Lord most graciously provides and works out the wonderful plan of
redemption. "But now the righteousness
of God without the Law is manifested, being witnessed by the Law and the Prophets;
even the righteousness of God which is by
faith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all
that believe: * * being justified freely by
His grace through the redemption that is in
Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to
be a propitiation (reconciliation) through
faith in His Blood, to declare His righteousness for the remission of sins that are
past, through the forbearance of God; * *
that He might be just, and the Justifier of
him which believeth in Jesus" (Rom. 3:212 6 ) . "For He hath made Him to be sin
for us, who knew no sin; that we might be
made the righteousness of God in Him"
(II Cor. 5:21) . Jesus Christ was made
that which He was not so that through
His provision for us, we might be remade
or really changed from a sinful state to
the righteousness acceptable to God.
This is not a righteousness as a cloak
put on over our sinful and corrupt nature,
but the nature radically changed. "If any
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man be in Christ, he is a new creature"
,(II Cor. 5 : 1 7 ). Another rendering makes
this read, "A new creation." "Whereby
are given unto us exceeding great and
precious promises: that by these ye might
be partakers of the Divine nature, having
escaped the corruption that is in the world
through lust" (II Peter 1:4), "For whom
the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom He receiveth. If ye
endure chastening, God dealeth with you
as with sons; for what son is he whom the
father chasteneth not? But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye bastards, and not sons.
Furthermore, we have had fathers of our
flesh which corrected us, and we gave them
reverence: shall we not much rather be in
subjection unto the Father of spirits, and
live? For they verily for a few days
chastened us after their own pleasure; but
He for our profit, that we might be partakers of His holiness. Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous,
but grievous: nevertheless afterward it
yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby" (Heb. 12:6-11). Thus is provided a
conscious experience of grace in the heart,
radically changing the nature through the
atoning Blood of Jesus Christ, giving us
that righteousness which makes us acceptable with God. Praise the Lord!—The P.
H. Advocate.

Communion and Service

W

HENEVER a saint affects to do more in
the kingdom without than he enjoys
of the sanctuary within, in other words,
when his service for God exceeds the
measure of his communion with God, there
is unreality. It may appear in a variety of
ways, but it is the energy of nature, that
is of the flesh, which is of no value in the
sight of God, but a positive hindrance to
all that is of God, and also in opposition to
what is the work of the Spirit. Here, as
elsewhere, "the flesh lusteth (or warreth)
against the Spirit," and by its very activity
is a hinderer of the Spirit's work.
Some must preach, teach, and work who
seldom find time for a quiet waiting hour
in the presence of their Master, either to
examine their own spiritual condition, or
to get the needful instructions from Him
as to what He wants them to do, and where
and how they are to do it. It is the lack of
thus being in the presence of God, and
coming forth from that presence with the
savor thereof in the soul, that makes so
much of the preaching and teaching of our
time pointless and fruitless. It is common
enough to sing—
"Oh, the pure delight of a single hour,
Which before Thy throne I spend!"
But when in reality did you last spend an
hour—a literal hour of sixty minutes—
there?—Publisher Unknown.
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mother there because of that gift to the
Lord's work!
Shortly after the operation on the boy
a patient with acute appendicitis was admitted. We operated on him immediately
and he has done very well.
"This man and his family have all decided to believe," said the evangelist, as
we entered his room. We thank God for
such open doors for giving the Gospel to
those without it.—S. S. Times.

must do a tracheotomy, and we had better
do it before he gets into too serious a condition," we all agreed.
The old grandmother, who had given us
considerable trouble from the first, now
It reaches a boys lungs, and then
became almost unmanageable.
the hearts of a whole family.
"That old woman is the worst 'tartar' "If It Doesn't Help to Win the
From a letter to an American pastor,
I ever saw," said the nurse to me. She
by William H. Chisholm, M:D.
_War, You'd Better Forget
was an ignorant old woman, with a desSyen Chun, Korea.
About It."
URING my recent furlough I had the perately hardened and sly look which
—From
a Current War Poster.
L^ privilege of taking some work under made me think of a Korean sorceress.
"No, of course, you can't make an openDr. Chevalier Jackson, who is America's
HIS slogan quoted at a Missionary Fareforemost expert in removing foreign bod- ing in his neck; if you do that he can't
well Service of a sister denomination
ies from the lungs. While 1 was in Amer- possibly live," she emphatically declared. has a challenging ring for citizens of the
"We're afraid that he can't live if we
ica a consecrated Christian woman reKingdom of God in the battle against the
marked: "But you will need money for do not do it. We should like to operate Prince of Darkness.
instruments. The training will be of no on him at once," we protested.
Do you hear its challenge? Have you
This was her favorite grandson. She was
avail without the equipment." Then she
noted the concentration of effort and readded, "1 have been thinking about that now kneeling at his bed. To allow things
sources, the careful planning "for the durand have decided to cancel my pleasure to continue as they were seemed hopeless,
ation," the cutting down of non-essential
even
to
the
old
lady.
At
last
she
gave
her
trip and make you a present of the money
to buy instruments." To my mind at once consent. We took the little fellow to the production for the winning of this war for
flashed the story of the woman who had operating room at once. (Previously we temporal advantage?
What are we doing? Is ours offensive or
taken the alabaster box of ointment and had always hesitated to do a tracheotomy
merely
defensive? Are we giving only our
in
such
diphtheria
cases,
fearing
pneulavished it on our Lord, because we knew
spare
time
and change for the maintaining
monia
would
develop.
We
also
noticed
well that this woman was making her gift
for the_ Lord's interest. We purchased the that many of those intubated developed of feeble lines of resistance or are we droppneumonia. But, according to Dr. Jack- ping irrelevant activities and concentrating
instruments and returned to Korea.
! While at home one day at noon, a mes- son, if following a tracheotomy proper on advance?
What is that in thine hand? If it doesn't
senger from the hospital came and excited- suction treatment is instituted none will
help to win the war against sin and for
ly called, putting both hands to his neck: develop pneumonia.)
"Some one has come in with throat trou- •' Due to the sacrificial gift of our good Christ, wouldn't it be better to "forget
ble. You are wanted; come to the hospital friend we were enabled to have the neces- about It?"—M. C. K.
sary expensive suction apparatus. And
The Transformation of a Witch
how we did use it!
at once."
The
night
following
the
operation
while
"Is it a case of diphtheria?" I asked
Doctor
myself. At the hospital I found a seven- we were visiting the little fellow he sudHelen Benedict
denly began to develop very heavy breathyear-old boy struggling for breath.
Some one in his village had told the ing, nearly as difficult as before the operaHE steady throbbing purr of an airboy's father to take his son to the In His tion. Again the outcome seemed most
plane motor reaches your ear. You
Name Hospital in Syen Chun. Years be- serious, and ordinarily it would have been listen realizing that even though you are
fore his daughter was very sick. She, too, diagnosed pneumonia. But following Dr. in India, modern transportation and incould scarcely breathe, and the missionary Jackson's suggestion, we put the expensive ventions come to your very door. The
doctor had performed an operation and apparatus to work. The family objected. silence, resulting not from the absence of
saved her life. She now is a healthy girl The old lady was most apprehensive. other sounds, but from intense concentraof sixteen, we were told, and is attending Would the boy live? Then on the end of tion, is suddenly shattered by the rapid
the suction apparatus came up a piece of repetition of the Bengali greeting, "Nochurch.
"I put my boy on my bicycle and hardened membrane about the size of a moskar, nomoskar, nomoskar." Curious
brought him right in," the father told us. pea! In a little while the "pneumonia" to know whose advent would cause such
The little fellow was pulling and pushing was cured and the little chap was breath- rejoicing, you start in the direction from
for breath, and his chest seemed to cave in ing most easily. He has done splendidly, which that voice is coming. There stands
and we hope that he may soon be able to Mongul Maji, tall, thin and straight. With
halfway to his backbone with every inreturn home.
his hands cupped at his mouth, he shouts
spiration.
"And the family?" you ask. The old his greeting to the passing plane. Mongul
"I believe we had better bronchoscope
the child," I said to my assistant. "Some- grandfather, the grandmother, and the is just as unusual and unique as you
would expect him to be from this first
times that enables one to remove the mem- father all came to see me, beaming!
introduction to him. Immediately you de"Believe
in
Jesus!
How
can
we
do
anybrane and obviate the necessity of an
sire to know his story, for you are conthing
else?"
they
asked.
• operation."
vinced that it will be as interesting as the
We
mserieu
mo
LU^V,
One
evening
as
I
went
into
the
sick
room
We inserted the tube and removed all
the membrane possible, and «-U~
the V.rt
bqy was
I saw Kim holding one of his Gospel man himself.
wae
immediately better. His color was greatly cards, preaching to them, and explaining
Mongul Maji is a Santal, one of the
improved and his breathing much easier. the plan of salvation.
aborigines who worship the evil spirits and
We then put him in the isolation ward and
What a happy time in the glory if our stones—Animists or devil worshipers. Of
watched him for a while.
Christian friend from America meets the his village he was the priest, having charge
In a short time we noticed his breathing little boy and his grandfather and grandgetting worse, and more labored. "We

The Bronchoscope Opens the
Way for the Gospel
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of all the religious rites of his village and
arranging for the special festivals. He
was also a witch doctor. Throughout the
district people would send for him to discern who was "eating the people" (causing
the disease). He would run a sal leaf
with a little mustard oil on it in his hand
and, after much swaying of the body and
many incantations, he would see the face
of the guilty person. Added to these responsibilities was that of the doctor who
prescribed medicines made of herbs and
other things.
The Santals are great drinkers and Mongul shared in this habit for he was so
seldom sober. He was not allowed to
drink while working for the mission and
he would be off much of the time knowing
better than to come to work while drunk.
Immorality, likewise, enslaved Mongul.,
Even according to the Santal standard he
lived a very immoral life.
Gradually the Light of the Gospel began
to penetrate the life of Mongul Maji. It
began, first, when the missionaries took
care of his baby girl by giving her the
proper nourishment. His other babies had
all died.
At a time when there was much sickness
among the missionaries and the workers in
the mission, some one was needed -to take
care of a boy who had tuberculosis, his
condition demanding constant attention.
Mongul was asked, and, being willing,
proved t& be faithful and dependable. Mrs.
Stahly would show him the "germs under a
microscope and explain to bim how they
caused disease. One day Mongul said to
Miss Matheson, "It is germs that cause
disease, isn't it? And if they get the
right medicine they will die." His belief
in evil spirits was breaking! Each evening Miss Matheson would go to the sick
room for prayer and if she should step out"
of the room without praying, Mongul
would call, "Mashima, aren't you going to
pray !
In February of 1932, Mongul was sent
to the different villages with a drum and
placard, announcing the coming of two
American eye specialists, who would perform cataract operations at this station.
By this time his village people decided
that he was associating too closely with
the Christians and he must either give
them up entirely, pay a fine and be reinstated or they would put him out of their
caste. After much deliberation, Mongul
went to Miss Matheson and said, "You
Christians are not doing any harm, only
helping the people. Why should I pay
money to go back to those drunken peop l e ? " It was in April of 1932 that Mongul decided to become a Christian. He
paid up all of his debts and let everyone
know his decision. This made his little
wife very happy, since, for a long time,
she had wanted to become a Christian.
When Mongul was baptized, his face shone
as he came out of the water and he kept
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repeating, "Victory to Jesus, victory to
Jesus."
Since that time Mongul has lived a very
victorious Christian life. He is not a
preacher, only an outside servant; but it
was soon discovered that he was going out
to the village on Sunday afternoons and
preaching to his people. His zeal for
others has not diminished with the years.
As our evangelists go out for their Sunday
afternoon services, it is not unusual to find
Mongul Maji preaching to a group in
some village.—Gospel Banner.
Who cares?—if
only
It be a place
Untouched as yet
By the Master s grace;
Untaught as yet

Of that Life, that Gift

That spoke God's power
To redeem and lift.
Voices said, "Stay!"
But the Voice said, "Go!"
Could I hoard the wonderful
Truth I know?
0 heart, be strong!
0 feet, be swift!
—Selected.
1
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Can a Man Be Unborn?
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HE good Calvinists usually insist upon
the new birth (at least theoretically).
Good! So do all people who are evangelical and evangelistic.
But then to support the teaching of
"eternal security" we are asked, "If one is
born again, can he be u n b o r n ? "
The answer must be, "No." Still, it is
sometimes misleading and sometimes dangerous to carry any analogy too far.
That youth who became a "prodigal"
was a son while he was in his father's
house. He did remain a son while he was
a prodigal in the far country feeding
swine. But his relation was one of no practical benefit. Though he was still a son he
was "lost" from home. The implication of
the story is that it was when he came to
himself and returned home that he obtained again the blessings of sonship.
That he would have had the blessings if
he had not returned no one believes. If
he was "elected" to return so that he had
to do it anyway and if all those who have
been sons are bound to return, then Jesus
was wasting a lot of time suggesting that
men may and should return and that they
will be received by the Father if they return.
And further considering this matter of
sonship:
Suppose a son is sick. Much-loved by
his father, every means is used for his recovery. But suppose he dies. Do sensible
people then stand around and argue that
being a son he must be kept in the home?
They bury him—at least his body—because he is dead.
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So one may be born into the divine famijy. Thank God! But suppose he becomes
again a sinner—is again dead in trespasses
and sins—is he to be kept among the living
children?
Let us not fool ourselves. God has an
awful burying place called hell where men
who have never been sons and those who
have been sons but have died are to be kept
away from God's children who are alive.
In hell there is the "living death." This
death is eternal. There is no recovery.
It is a good thing for us to remember
that men are made in God's image. "So
God created man in his own image." A
fundamental in that image was the right
and power of choice. To teach that men
may choose with God but cannot again
choose against Him is to suggest that man's
free moral agency is taken away when he
is born into the divine family!
To say that if he chooses God and then
goes back on that choice God will still
save him is to reflect upon the character
of God. Just remember that God's immutability does not mean that He is going
to save James Jones and Mary Andrews
no matter whether they chose Him and continue to choose Him or not. God's immutability means that He remains ever the same
in His attitude toward right and wrong.
And it means that His conditions of obtaining and of retaining salvation change
not.—Selected.

Belief in Miracles
Acts 15:12. "Declaring what miracles
God had 'wrought."
HAVE just finished reading "Leaves
from a Surgeon's Casebook" by James
Harpole—a book which was a best seller
in England and which has had two printings in the United States since the first of
the year. On pages 90 and 91 the author
describes a cancer case in which one of
the most distinguished surgeons operated.
The operation revealed the condition of the
patient hopeless. The cancer could not be
removed. These words by Dr. Harpole
follow: "Then a curious thing happened.
For some unknown reason the old lady
started to get better.
In a month the
growth was half the size. In two months
it could not be felt. In three months she
was about again. It was a miracle. And
no one yet knows why the cancer stopped
growing and disappeared."
No wonder Dr. C. Ward Crampton, distinguished physician, scientist and social
autbority in New York City, said recently,
"The preacher who does not believe in
miracles is not scientific."—Dr. Daniel A.
Poling, The Christian Herald, July, 1938.

I

1 «•»• i

If you are ever tempted to say a word or
do a thing that shall put a bar between you
and your family, your home, and your
country, pray God in His mercy to take
you that instant home to His heaven.
—From "The Man Without a Country."
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a man's religion had to do with his qualifications to become a professor in a college. In the meantime the world has
never been in such dire need of Christian
leadership as at this very moment. It is
a part of the mission of our Christian colleges to educate and train men and women
for just such leadership. We do not need
less but more Christianity in our schools
and colleges.
(4) There should be no conflict between our Christian colleges and our
state-supported institutions. They are both
needed. The main objective of state-supported institutions is to train men and
women for intelligent citizenship.
The
main objective of our Christian institutions is to train men and women for Christian citizenship and Christian leadership
in all the walks of life. It has been one
of the glories of our American educational system that these two types of institutions have been working side by side
ever since the birth of the United States
as a nation. Our dual system of education has always been one of our chief
safeguards of civil and religious liberty.
In totalitarian States where the government controls all education, civil and religious liberty have practically disappeared. It is not too much to say that our
Christian colleges constitute one of the
strong bulwarks for the defense and perpetuation of civil and religious liberty.
Along this line let me quote from a striking address made by Mr. Wendell L. Willkie at the celebration of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of Wooster College, January
29, 1940:

colleges? Simply because they and their
advisers believe that they will come nearer getting in a Christian college the kind
Rev. Walter L. Lingle
of education that will best fit them for
(1) First of all let us look at the the ministry. In line with what I have
answer which our Calvinistic Pilgrim been saying is a paragraph from an adand Puritan -forefathers gave when they dress which the late Dr. Joseph R. Wilson,
founded Harvard College more than three the father of President Woodrow Wilson,
hundred years ago. Here is the way made at the semi-centennial of Davidson
"Were
a contemporary writer stated it: "After College. It was as follows:
Davidson
College
to
do
no
more
in
future
God had carried us safe to New England,
years,
in
the
way
of
training
our
candiand we had builded our houses, provided
necessities for our livelihood, reared con- dates for the ministry, as also in the way
venient places for God's worship, and of furnishing intelligent recruits for the
settled the civil government; one of the ranks of our eldership, than it has been
next things we longed for and looked after doing in the years that have gone, it
was to advance learning and perpetuate would continue to rank higher amongst
it to posterity, dreading to leave an us than any other agency for good, in the
illiterate ministry to the churches, when minds of thoughtful men." I have no
our present ministers shall lie in the doubt that this same thing could be just
as truly said of all our other Christian
dust."
colleges.
The first function of the Christian col(2) That quotation from Dr. Wilson
lege, according to these Pilgrim and Purihints at another essential thing that Christan forefathers, was to educate and train
tian colleges are doing. They are traina spiritually-minded ministry for the
ing men and women for intelligent, ChrisChurch. That is still the chief function
tian leadership in the Church. They eduof the Christian college, though it has
cate elders and deacons, Sunday school
other functions, as we shall note later.
officers and teachers, young people's workLast summer I had occasion to study the
ers, and leaders for various other orcatalogs of several theological seminganizations in the Church.
Some time
aries. Here are some of the things that I
ago while in conversation with the pastor
discovered. The catalog of Union Theoof a large city church I noted that he had
In view of these financial difficulties
logical Seminary, in Virginia, indicated
a large number of graduates of Christian why should the independent college strugthat there were 236 men studying under
colleges in his congregation and asked him gle to maintain its existence and to exthe tutelage of that institution.
These
how they were functioning. He replied tend its effort when so many of the state
figures included both resident and nonthat practically every one of them was universities, tax-supported, are doing a
resident students. Of the 236, only thiran active church worker, and then added good job? That is, I think, an intelligent
teen received their college training in
that he did not know how in the world he question and one which a great many
state institutions. The catalog of Princecould get along without them.
people are asking. And I think that the
ton Theological Seminary contained the
answer
to it is as clear and compelling as
(3)
The
function
of
the
Christian
colnames of 234 students. Of these, only
twenty-four received training in state in- lege is more comprehensive than anything the answer to the more general question
stitutions.
The catalog of Andover- that I have yet mentioned. Our Christian related to it: Why should not the govNewton Seminary, in Massachusetts, con- colleges are training men and women for ernment take over our industries and
tained the names of 140 students.
Of Christian leadership in all the walks and provide for our needs? The answer is
these only sixteen came from state insti-* callings of life—in the home, in the that the life and vitality of education, like
school, in business, in medicine, in agri- the life and vitality of a nation's ecotutions.
culture, and in many other callings. We nomic system, come from independent enIt is evident from the above figures know now that education, just any kind terprise.
that the Church is still largely dependent of education, will never solve the world's
State universities are good today—•
upon Christian colleges for the training of problems. Germany and Japan have edu- when they are good—primarilv because
her ministers. Of course it can be argued cation and lots of it, but it is a kind of there are independent colleges and unithat the majority of young men studying education that leaves God out. Too much versities which force them to a high
for the ministry make their decision to of our education in America has been of standard. The independent college does
prepare for the ministry before they enter that type. Sometimes when those of us not have to ask itself, what will the state
college. That may be true, but neverthe- who are in charge of our Christian col- legislature think if we undertake this proless those of us who are, or have been, leges have gone to certain universities in gram? It does not have to say:
Will
connected with Christian colleges have search of prospective professors for our this or that activity offend politicians?
seen some extraordinarily fine students institutions and have inquired of the uni- It does not have to depend upon a lobby
volunteer for the ministry after they had versity authorities about the religion and in the state capital to get funds.
Dr.
been in college for two or three years.
the Christian character of this or that Ralph Hutcheson, the president of WashIt might be helpful to raise the question candidate, we have received in reply a ington and Jefferson College made this
as to why the large majority of our candi- shrug of the shoulders or a vacant stare, point very clear in a recent statement:
dates for the ministry attend Christian which seemed to ask what under Heaven "We hold that in the battle against the
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super-state, against state
control
of
thought and political control of education, it is valuable to have alongside the
state universities a system of colleges not
beholden, not subsidized, not so quickly
amenable to political interference.
The
day will come when the sturdy independence of endowed colleges may help
to save others from political strangulation."
(.5) The Christian college makes a
unique contribution to education in the
fields of religion, character and personality which other institutions cannot make
for the simple reason it can do several
important things that state-supported institutions cannot do from the very nature
of the case.
The Christian college can and should
apply the religious test in selecting the
members of its faculty. Every member
of the faculty in a Christian college should
be an out-and-out Christian. That makes
a world of difference. It means much to
students in the formative period of life to
come under the influence of strong Christian men and women. It also means much
to have such subjects as history, literature,
psychology, philosophy and the natural
sciences taught from a Christian point of
view.
The Christian college can also select
its students in a way that other institutions
can not do. It has the right to reject
Atheists, Agnostics, Communists or any
other undesirables who might'have a bad
influence upon the student body.
The
Christian college also provides courses
in the Bible in religion. Not only so,
but the Christian college endeavors to
provide for its students helpful services
of worship and a wholesome Christian
atmosphere. In these several ways the
Christian college is prepared to make a
very distinct contribution to education
not only intellectually but morally and
spiritually which other institutions from
the very nature of the case cannot make.
In this critical period of the world's
history the Christian college is more needed than ever to train men and women for
Christian leadership. The only way out
of the terrible chaos into which the world
has fallen is the Christian way.
—Adapted from Christian Observer.
"Nicodemus gave to Christ when it did
not cost him ridicule—when Jesus was
dead. Many give to Christ bu,t they give
only those things that cost them nothing.
They are willing to testify for Christ, but
not where they would be persecuted."
"Perhaps you have seen an assortment of
books offered with the sign over them,
'Slightly Soiled—Greatly Reduced.' It is
never the reverse. Some Christians have
become slightly soiled in character and
have also become greatly reduced in usefulness."
-.,;'*>.-,„..-.
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The Gift of God
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RE you perplexed and do you feel your
lack of wisdom and understanding in
the presence of trying circumstances and
duties? Listen to Paul as he says, "But of
Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God
is made unto us Wisdom," and James who
says, "If any of you lack wisdom, let him
ask of God, that giveth * * liberally, and
upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.
But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering." God will be your wisdom and your
poise and you will find yourself using better judgment.
Let us search the Gospels and Epistles.
How amazing are the manifold riches
found in the teachings of Jesus! If we cast
ourselves upon Him and put Him to the
test, the more we shall prove His word,
"My grace is sufficient for thee: for My
strength is made perfect in weakness."
The Heavenly Father does not stand at
our door and plead with us that He may
pour down upon us the refreshing rain.
Falling upon our gardens and fields, filling our springs and rivers and making
green the earth for our good—listen as it
falls in the night while we are asleep—God
sends the "rain on the just and the uniust."
It is God's rain. He could withhold it, but
He gives it. We continue to live and do not
perish from the face of the earth—this is
the goodness of God.
These and many other gifts we receive,
but often without gratitude or a thought
for the Giver. He does not wait for our
asking-.
Our debt to the Heavenly Father is so
great that we can never repay in full. Cancellation is the onlv way it can ever be satisfied and cancellation is forgiveness. Jesus
said that God's forgiving our sins should
constrain us to forgive others. Surely we
can afford to be gentle and forgiving. It
is the way of Christ with us; let it be our
way with those who sin against us.
I SHALL N O T PASS T H I S W A Y AGAIN

The bread that bringeth strength I want to
give,
The water pure that bids the thirsty live:
I want to help the fainting day by day;
I'm sure I shall not pass again this way.
I want to give to others hone and faith,
I want to do all that the Master saith;
I want to live aright from day to day;
I'm sure I shall not pass again this way.
—(Author Unknown.)

"Do You Believe They Think
I Am Lost?"
f An incident related by Evangelist
William A. Sunday)
WILL never as long as I live forget a
scene which I witnessed several vears
ago. I left the tent where we were holding
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meetings down in Paris, Illinois, one night,
•and among the number who left last was
a young man to whom I was especially
attracted by his fine looks. I walked down
the street with him, and put to him the
invariable question, "Are you a Christian?"
He said, "No, sir, I am not."
Then I used every Scripture and every
argument to get him to promise me to give
his heart to God, but could not succeed.
When about to separate I said to him, "Are
your father and mother alive?" "Both
alive," said he.
- " I s your father a Christian?" "Don't
know; he has been a steward in the church
for several years."
"Is your mother a Christian?" "Don't
know; has been superintendent of the Sunday School of the same church for some
time."
"Have you a sister?" "Yes, sir."
"Is she a Christian?" "Don't know; she
has the primary department in the Sabbath
School."
"Do your father and mother ever ask the
blessing at the t a b l e ?" "No, sir."
"Did your father, mother, or sister ever
ask you to be a Christian?" "Mr. Sunday,
as long as I can remember, my father or
mother or sister never said a word to me
about my soul. Do you believe they think
I am lost?"
I could not answer such arguments, and
I can hear his words still ringing in my
ears, "Do you believe they think I am
lost?"
Could not many of our loved ones, our
neighbors and our friends, take up this
cry against us today: "Do they act as
though they think we are lost?"

Brotherly Love
How sweet, how heav'nly is the sight,
When those who love the Lord
In one another's peace delight,
And so fulfill His word!
0 may ive feel each brother's sigh,
And with him bear a part;
May sorrows flow from eye to eye,
And joy from heart to heart.
Free us from envy, scorn and pride,
Our wishes fix above;
May each his brother's failings hide,
And show a brother's love.
Let love, in one delightful
stream;
Through ev'ry bosom floiv;
And union sweet, and dear esteem
In every action glow.
Love is the golden chain that binds
The happy souls above;
And he's an heir of heav'n that finds
His bosom glow with love.
—Selected.
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God Cares
God cares,
More deeply than a loving
Or highest man,
God cares.

mother

God cares,
And when the storm-clouds fill
And hopes all die,
God cares. „
God cares,
And when I'm hurt and cannot
He holds my hand,
God cares.

the

can,

sky,
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will excuse it; you see I have cut the part
clean away where the mouse has been.'
"I received the loaf at the hand of my
unknown benefactress, expressing my <
thankfulness for the gift. Slipping a shilling into my hand she left me, overwhelmed
with emotions of astonishment and gratitude too strong for utterance. Can I ever
again distrust my Heavenly Father's care?

Elijah was fed by ravens; and I have been
fed by a mouse!"—(Condensed from a reprint in "The Indian
Christian").—Christian
Victory.
"The big foxes are usually taken care of,
but the little foxes are allowed to spoil the
vine.

I Worlds Greatest
^Masterpiece as a
iHelp to Bible

understand,

God cares,
And when the grass is green upon the grave
Of one He gave,
God cares.
God cares,
And still beyond the setting sun,
When life is done,
God cares.
— / . W. in Australian

Baptist.

The Strange Providences of God
Fed by a

Mouse!

' ' I AST Thursday morning," writes Widow
L Gray, "to my no small dismay, I
found that I had not a morsel of bread left
in my, cupboard, nor could I tell where to
look for a fresh supply. Several hours
passed, no one came near, and I began to
feel faint and hungry. I was tempted to
give way to despondency, but all at once
the thought came into my mind, 'Have I
not a Father in Heaven? Has He not encouraged me to ask of Him my daily
bread? I will therefore "arise and go to
my Father" and will lay before Him all of
my wants.'
"Accordingly I poured out my heart before our 'Father who seeth in secret.' I
pleaded His faithful Word and with assured hope rested upon it. While thus
engaged, a peaceful, joyful feeling took
possession of my soul, and I became, for
the time, wholly unconscious of the sensation of hunger. I had not been off my
knees a quarter of an hour when I heard
some one knock at the door.
"On opening it I saw a nicely-dressed
woman, a stranger to me, holding something in her apron. 'Is not your name
Gray?' she asked. I replied, 'Yes.' 'I
have been told that you are very poor. I
have a loaf here (holding open her a p r o n ) ,
if you will accept it. I will tell you what
induced me to bring it to you. My husband, who is not well, has a very sickly
appetite; this morning he discovered that
a mouse had been nibbling at it, and this
turned his stomach that he put it aside. I
inquired of a neighbor for some poor person and I was directed to you. I hope you
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